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in finding an unusual man, Sr. Rosendo Taracena, in charge of the
private school called "Alberto Corea." Since 1896 this man has
published a small paper called "El Recreo Escolar." The pupils of
this school do all the work on the paper-set it up, print it, and write
no small part of its contents. He was keenly interested in our work.
and was of great help to us during our stay at Comalcalco.

From him we got the first accurate information concerning the
ruins near the town. To study these ruins was our object in coning
to this place. Since the French explorer, Desir6 Charnay, was here
in 1880 the ruins have hardly been mentioned. The town lies out of
the way of the usual traveller, and in later years the district called
Chontalpa, in which the ruins lie, has been infested with bandits.
So now that peaceful conditions have been established it fell to us
to investigate these important ruins, so often mentioned in literature
but inadequately described.

Most authors take their information from Charnav's book, "Les
Anciennes Villes du Nouveau Monde," 1885, or its English trans-
lation of 1887, and seem to be unacquainted with his diaries pub-
lished in the North American Review through the years 1880 to
1882. These diaries contain nuch detail not given in his finished
work.*

The French explorer visited the ruins from November 12th to
22nd, 1880, and is very eloquent in his description. He speaks of
towers of three stories and uses the word "immense" freely. He
cleared the main mound and describes this, giving a ground plan,
and mentions the three ruined temples to the north. These ruins
cannot be compared with those of Palenque and Tikal. Comalcalco
is a typical Old Empire city of no extraordinary size.

Horses were brought for us and, guided by the captain of the
police, we crossed to the right bank of the Rio Seen, and rode north-
wards. A few miles from the town we turned due east, and soon
came in sight of the first mounds.

To our left lay a temple facing east, and to our right rose the
great mass of the main mound, the iounld which Charnay had
visited and mapped. We quickly dismounted and with iMr. Gates
in the lead we scrambled up to tile top. As the ruins were covered
with dense bush, our first visit was 1b way of a preliminary investi-

gation. Groping our way through the thick undergrowth we went
from temple to temple. We had copies of Charnamv's map and
drawings, and with the help of these we soon found our way. Here
were the "towers," w-hich turned out to be two-story temples, and
there lay the long building called the Palace.

*CCharnav. 1881. Page 187-94-Charnay, 188l., French. Page 161-177-Charnay, 18Rs, English. Page
194-210. All other authors quote Charnay.


